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Abstract: Intelligent video surveillance environments enable the gathering of various types
of information about the object being recorded, through the analysis of real-time video data
collected from CCTV systems and the automated processing that utilize the information. However,
the surveillance environments face the risks of privacy exposure, which necessitates secure
countermeasures. Video meta-data, in particular, contain various types of personal information
that is analyzed based on big data and are thus fraught with high levels of confidentiality breaches.
Despite such risks, it is not appropriate to implement encryption for video meta-data considering the
efficiency issue. This paper proposes a character order preserving (COP)-transformation technique
that allows the secure protection of video meta-data. The proposed technique has the merits of
preventing the recovery of original meta information through meta transformation and allowing
direct queries on the data transformed, increasing significantly both security and efficiency in the
video meta-data processing.

Keywords: closed circuit television (CCTV); character order preserving; cloud system; privacy risk;
security; video surveillance

1. Introduction

There has been a recent surge in the active introduction of intelligent video surveillance
environments. Intelligent video surveillance technologies allow the collection and analysis of video
information obtained from CCTV systems and the automated processing based on the information
collected. These video surveillance technologies can be implemented in a range of subjects such as
people, automobiles, buildings, and environment. When combined with cloud computing and big-data
analysis techniques, the technologies offer the merit of enabling more significant situation recognition.
Hence, they will likely allow the identification of risk factors with greater reliability through the
analysis of the CCTV-fed live video footage and the subsequent implementation of appropriate
countermeasures. The technologies, therefore, will serve as a core technology for intelligent security
environments in the future [1].

Applications of intelligent surveillance technologies may include fire detection, prediction and
monitoring for certain buildings or areas, environmental monitoring (air pollution, etc.), meteorological
monitoring (typhoon, earthquake, tsunami, etc.), vehicle and traffic safety surveillance, and many
more. Among them, crime prevention through behavior recognition-based risk detection is drawing
attention as an important application. Currently, the City of New York (U.S.A) is operating the domain
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awareness system (DAS), an intelligent crime prevention system, while Songdo International City
(business district) in South Korea has put in place an International Business Machines Corporation’s
smart surveillance system called the smart surveillance solution (SSS). With the advancement of
deep-learning technology, these intelligent video surveillance systems are likely to enable more reliable
behavior recognition and risk-factor assessment through the analysis of accumulated data based on
massive amounts of big data that are collected from CCTV camera recordings [2].

On the flip side, such technological advancement has various inherent risks. For instance, an
intelligent video surveillance system under hacking attacks will lead to a serious social problem.
Threats to the operation of video surveillance systems could result therefrom in various forms, such as
malfunction or shutdown of the systems themselves, and exposure of video data collected from CCTV
systems which could bring about personal information breaches [3–5].

In intelligent video surveillance systems (from now on, the “IVSS”), information regarding an
individual’s location, travel paths, and other details are collected from the CCTV system and stored
in server or storage environments (cloud, etc.). The video information needs to be encrypted for
safe storage. Even if the video information is breached due to hacking or other factors, the attacker
can only obtain the encrypted data. Hence the confidentiality ensured. Encrypting video data for
storage, however, is not a simple solution. Video information, being large-volume data, would require
the process of decrypting the video data under analysis to their original condition, during which
process the overhead issue can be a huge obstacle. To solve the problem, a policy may be put in
place where all video data are analyzed and then encrypted before being stored. Still, there are
additional problems of storing the analyzed meta-data. When video analysis meta-data are encrypted
for storage, the same decryption overhead problem arises; when the meta-data are stored in plain-text
files, hackers’ obtainment of the meta-data alone will allow the leakage of considerable amounts of
original CCTV video recordings, which is problematic as well. This paper, therefore, proposes a new
meta-data security technique that is based on character order preserving (COP)-transformation to
safeguard personal information contained in CCTV videos. The proposed COP-transformation method
changes the information of plain-text meta-data to character-based information, thereby preventing the
identification of original data. The new method is beneficial in that a keyword search is possible using
the transformed meta-information alone because the string-order information about plain-texts is kept
intact. Based on the proposed meta-information COP-transformation technique, both CCTV video
data and meta-information can be protected against confidentiality breaches and can thus guarantee
the security of privacy against exposure.

2. Related Studies

This chapter discusses the conventional techniques of protecting personal information contained
in the video data. Furthermore, the need for video meta-data security is discussed as the topic is
indicated herein as a security risk factor.

2.1. Conventional Methods of Video Privacy Protection

2.1.1. Video Privacy Masking Techniques

Privacy masking technologies refer to modifications that prevent facial information contained
on video recordings from being recognized [6–8]. Examples of privacy masking include blurring,
pixelation, and facial-region removal, all of which are fraught with the fundamental limitation that the
original footage cannot be recovered fully when recovery is needed (see Figure 1).

Privacy masking technology has the merits of easy realization and privacy protection and is
thus currently adopted by many CCTV security products. The merits notwithstanding, the future
introduction of deep resolution, the big data-based video recovery technique, suggests the possibility
of recovering blurred or pixelated facial regions close to the original footage using the disclosed video
portions alone, and therefore there is no guarantee of security against privacy-breaches [9,10].
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To complement the weakness of one-way privacy masking techniques, proposals have been
made regarding partial encryption of the regions of interest (ROI) [9]. The partial ROI encryption
method allows the encrypting of a particular region(s) on the video, such as a face. Encryption using
this method prevents the recognition of facial information, just as the typical encryption algorithms
do, but partial encryption allows the recovery of the original footage if the encryption key is used
to decode the video. Still, the ROI-based method does not mention how to generate and protect
meta-information regarding encrypted ROI information. Techniques for searching for a particular
individual(s) on encrypted video storage and recovering him/her to the image on the original footage
are virtually non-existent. If search meta-information is generated to that end at discretion, the subject
of video can be fully disclosed in the meta-information concerned, which is problematic.

2.1.2. Cloud Encryption-Based Video Security

D.A. Rodríguez-Silva et al. proposed a cloud-based video surveillance environment [10]
(see Figure 2). Since intelligent video surveillance environments characteristically handle large-volume
data and are thus mandatorily required to accommodate expandability and availability, an Amazon
S3-based expandable architecture is proposed. This architecture states that end-to-end encryption
should be carried out using the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) protocol to protect privacy. Regarding
the encryption issue, it is mentioned that Amazon S3 takes care of security problems with the help
of its own encryption applications. The proposed environment, however, has limitations in that it
only covers the video information processing and storage method. In other words, the proposal states
that the CCTV video data are subject to encryption in cloud environments but fails to mention how
the meta-information is created for the video and how to be protected or how the encrypted data are
searched. The proposed approach has limitations for implementation in big data-based intelligent
video surveillance environments in the coming years [11–16].
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2.2. Need for Protecting Video Meta-Data

2.2.1. Exposure of Personal Information in Video Meta-Data

Video surveillance environments in the future will not only recognize a particular individual by
analyzing CCTV video data based on big-data technology but will recognize the individual’s current
behavior, analyze his/her behavioral patterns, and estimate the response as well. Hence, the scope of
video meta-data is not just recognizing individual identities but it also includes the collection of many
different types of information, such as a person’s emotions, present condition, estimated behaviors,
risk levels, and the recording thereof in the meta-data.

The video analysis meta-data could contain direct personal information. For instance, there
could be ranges of real-time based analysis of a person’s location tracking information, current
behavior, and risk level judgment which is based on CCTV surveillance activities regarding certain
individuals (suspects, etc.) for purposes of ensuring smart public order and safety environments. When
the information is stored as meta-data, not only static personal information but dynamic personal
information as well will be stored directly on a real-time basis, requiring more secure control and
care. Even when hacking incidents take place aiming at meta-data, it is vitally necessary that the data
security must be guaranteed [16,17].

When the attacker gains authority for accessing databases, he/she should be able to inquire about
the video meta-information, in which process any set of video meta-data stored in plain-text files will
be fully exposed to the hacker. In addition to the outside hackers’ attacks, there have been a number
of data leakage incidents committed by insiders. Given the risks, viewed from a privacy protection
standpoint, storing meta-data as plain-text files will lead to serious personal information breaches and
are considered extremely dangerous. In sum, security techniques appropriate for video meta-data
should be introduced urgently.

2.2.2. Incompatibility Between Video Privacy Protection and Efficiency

When video metadata are stored in the database, not as plaintext files, but as cipher-text ones,
there comes the problem that makes range search/queries extremely difficult.

For instance, a search for an individual who approaches a location within a certain range on video
will prevent the user from executing a range search/query as long as the information is encrypted.
The search failure is caused by string order in the encrypted data which is different from that of
plain-text files. Launching a range search based on the results of encrypted data will lead to a set of
data completely different from what was desired [18–21].
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As a solution to the problem, the order-preserving encryption (OPE) approach has been
proposed [15–17]. Using OPE, however, can weaken the security now that the encrypted values will
have the same string order as the plain-text files. Moreover, the OPE technique has the disadvantage
that the original data sets must be created in numerical data. There is a difference between the way
characters and numbers are sorted. For example, numerical data in the database regard 20 as the
smaller value than 100, whereas character strings consider 20 the larger value. Video meta-data exist
in various forms but are mostly treated as numerical data or character strings. The existing OPE
algorithms can only process numerical data. Since the algorithms cannot handle character strings, they
are not fit for executing video meta-data security measures. It is not easy to ensure both confidentiality
and data-search efficiency because a successful data search would require even the smallest amount of
information about the original data, and as a result, maintaining confidentiality becomes practically
infeasible. As such, privacy protection and efficient video surveillance are challenges that are difficult
to resolve simultaneously. However, as video recognition technology advances steadily in the future,
and as more meticulously analyzed video information based on big data applications is expected to be
recorded in detail on meta-data servers, the issue of privacy in video surveillance environments simply
must be resolved. The South Korean legal system has already stipulated the need for firm security
regarding CCTV video data. Stated under Article 25-6 (Limitation to Installation and Operation of
Visual Data Processing Devices) of the Personal Information Protection Act, the “VDPD operator” must
take measures necessary to ensure data security so the personal information is protected against loss,
theft, leakage, forgery, alteration, or damage. As it stands, due considerations are necessary [22–26].

3. Proposed Method

This chapter investigates the video security surveillance environment (model) proposed by this
paper and suggests COP-transformation algorithms and a technique to securely protect CCTV video
data in intelligent video surveillance environments using the algorithms.

3.1. Overview of the Proposed Technique

CCTV Video Security Surveillance Environment Model

Figure 3 illustrates the proposed video security surveillance environment. In this model, the
CCTV system records the video on a real-time basis and stores the image data in cloud storage.
The cloud storage in the surveillance system is where video recordings are encrypted and kept.
Meanwhile, the CCTV video footage is subjected to the generation of big data-based real-time
meta-information which is stored using the proposed COP-transformation algorithms. In the process,
under no circumstances are the data stored in a plain-text format.

An authorized CCTV surveillance staff member collects and verifies the video data fed from
the CCTV surveillance system. In such an environment, the direct query can be launched for the
video footage based on the COP-transformation meta-data, and the authorized staffer may search the
footage based on query results and bring up the images. For instance, it is possible to launch an image
search using the query “Are there any images that put John in Area A at around 10 p.m.?” CCTV
meta-information is a type of personal information, and as such, it can have a massive security flaw
when stored as plain-text files. The information, therefore, should be stored as transformed meta-data
files using the COP-transformation model proposed herein.

The proposed model leaves no trace of the plain-text meta-information and the CCTV video data
in a plain-text format in the CCTV surveillance environment; hence the privacy of CCTV video data
is ensured. In other words, even when a hacker attempts to infiltrate into the CCTV surveillance
environment (network), for the purposes of stealing video information and meta-data, and has
succeeded in obtaining these data, he/she cannot recover the plain-text files. This characteristic also
has the merit of preventing insider attacks launched by internal staffs such as CCTV surveillance
system related operators. A normal way to bring up the video data of interest would be through a
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COP-transformation query performed in the defined manner and by an authorized surveillance staff
member. No unauthorized individuals can locate or crack the original data.Electronics 2019, 8, x FOR PEER REVIEW 6 of 16 
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3.2. Detailed Procedure

3.2.1. Abbreviation

The abbreviations (notation) used to describe the proposed technique (see Table 1).

Table 1. Notation.

Abbreviation Content

D, R−1 Pre-shared Initial Seed

Ci i-th Character of C

Pi i-th Random Scale Value

Ri i-th Pseudorandom Number

DIG (·) Result of Digitalization

CHR (·) Result of Characterization

PRNG (·)s Pseudorandom Number Generation

Ti i-th COP-Transformation Value

x The Last Element of Domain

n Source String Length

3.2.2. COP-Transformation Algorithm Design

(1) Overview of COP-Transformation Model

The COP-transformation technique replaces the strings in the original files with the transformed
characters via a conversion function. The conversion is carried out in single-character units (character
by character) that are part of the character strings in whole. The process has the following characteristic.
The domain of particular strings and that of the transformed strings have their respective sorting order;
however, the sorting order in the transformed strings domain is not necessarily the same as that in the
plain-text files and is instead determined by the operation shown below:
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Figure 4 presents the COP-transformation method in a simple diagram, whereas Figure 5 shows
the actual COP-transformation algorithms.
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The COP-transformation technique consists of three phases: (1) digitalization (turning single
characters into numerical values); (2) random scale (computing random evaluations based on the
character strings domain using pseudo-random numbers); and (3) scale transformation (converting
the random evaluations into new evaluations, and the scale conversions into characters).
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(2) Digitalization Phase

In the COP-transformation model, substitution takes place in a series of single-character units
utilizing the strings in the original file. First, a single character is converted into a number according to
the pre-defined mapping table. The simplest example would be a conversion into ASCII codes,
where the table characteristically includes everything—letters, numbers, and character entities.
Character sets, i.e., the outputs of the characters converted by input-specific computation, apply
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to the entirety of the mapping table as defined. Hence, when the mapping table adopts ASCII codes,
the COP-transformation results will include character entities even if the original file is composed
only of ordinary numbers and letters. In other words, the mapping table used in the digitalization
phase will create no problems with the operation when the conventional ASCII codes are implemented;
however, the outputs (results) may include character entities (see Figure 6).
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(3) Random Scale Phase

This phase involves the measuring of random scale values that correspond to the numerical
information generated in the digitalization phase. To that end, seeds of the pseudo-random numbers
should first be determined. The initial values of the numbers are determined to be D, i.e., the previously
shared value. The D value is what is needed in the process of subjecting the original data to
COP-transformation and will invariably be needed during converted data search later on. Without
knowing the D value, normal search sessions cannot take place. Following the initial single-letter
conversions, a value that is the sum of Ri-1 and D will be used as a seed necessary for Ri operations.

Pi (random scale number) is determined by totaling the pseudo-random numbers PRNG(k)s.
The random scale number Pi which corresponds to the i-th block in the original strings can be obtained
from the formula below:
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output Pi while counting the number of repetitions “j.” Figure 5 shows the process of generating “u”
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The number of repetitions “j” so computed will be the input number for the mapping table when
the final outputs (characters) are obtained. As previously mentioned, the seed implemented during
scale transformation is different from the seed in the random scale phase. Hence the initial numerical
outputs do not match the numbers generated in the scale transformation phase. Applying these
output values conversely to the mapping table used in the digitalization phase and substituting with
particular letters will lead to the final conversion outputs. The mentioned steps should be repeated
until reaching the end of the strings to obtain the COP-transformation strings corresponding to the
entirety of the strings.

3.2.3. CCTV Video Data Mapping Structure

CCTV videos are encrypted and then kept in storage. As encryption algorithms, symmetric
encryption algorithms such as advanced encryption standard (AES) can be used. Once encrypted,
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video files are assigned a video ID, respectively. Each video file splits into several files, with an
individual chunk ID given to each of them. Characteristically large-volume, a CCTV video file must
have in its directory multiple separate chunks. For instance, when searching the list of CCTV video
files that feature, for example, “John”, the search efficiency would be significantly reduced if all of
the files created on a certain date are decoded. Instead, securing the list of detailed chunks showing
“John” in each video file concerned will only necessitate the ensuing decryption of the files in question,
hence hugely advantageous in terms of video decoding efficiency. This paper, therefore, proposes an
architecture where video data are divided into smaller chunks (files) and then encrypted individually
before being stored. In such implementation, the video IDs and chunk IDs that match the tag search
information are secured, and only those portions of the files that correspond to the chunk IDs are
subjected to encryption. Hence, performance efficiency is achieved. In the same process, if encryption
covers only the CCTV video files and the meta-data are stored in a plain-text format, privacy protection
can be a huge challenge because the meta-data alone can disclose in detail the content of video files.
This paper, therefore, proposes CCTV videos be encrypted and at the same time video meta-data
be stored as COP-transformation outputs. Since the plain-text files are not to be stored anywhere
in the meta-database, or the storage, the target individual’s personal information as contained on
the recordings can be securely protected. Figure 7 illustrates the mapping structure between video
meta-data and actual video footage.
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3.2.4. COP-Transformation Meta Query Technique

The meta outputs converted via the COP-transformation technique have the merit of allowing
direct query on meta-data even when they exist as the converted meta inputs and not the plain-text
files in the database. COP-transformation data characteristically enables, not only direct right-hand
truncation and range searching, but also aggregation for statistical applications. Another merit is that
the database index architectures can be used as they are. Encrypted databases cannot utilize indexes
for right truncation, range searching, etc. other than the match query, causing a significant drop in
database efficiency. On the contrary, the COP-transformation method allows the use of indexes during
the database query, with the resulting efficiency showing no practical difference when compared with
that of the plain-text query. A significant advantage of the method is that it can avoid the disclosure of
plain-text data and at the same time improve the performance of the database query process.

Figure 8 shows how a typical SQL (structured query language) range query is changed into a
COP-transformation query. Using the COP conversion numbers, the order in plain-text files is stored at
random as either forwarding or reverse, which is determined based on “u,” the output extracted in the
scale transformation phase. In other words, the process characteristically changes the size of outputs
during range search, depending on the result of Ri mod operations. The COP-transformation data are
characterized by the application of random assignment of sorting order in plain-text files, which is
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either in forwarding or reverse order for each cipher of the strings. Hence, the normal query on the
data is feasible only when the Ri number is known. Of note, changing the parameters will allow query
(range search, aggregation, etc.) to take place even when the sorting in plain-text data is in reverse
order. For instance, if users intend to bring up the upper 30th percentile of data, they will obtain the
same outputs in a reverse order scenario by taking the lower 30th percentile of the data. Therefore,
the proposed COP-transformation implementation is unique in that it can still execute range search
and aggregation without maintaining the whole sorting in a forwarding order.
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In cases where hackers, or other types of predators, without the proper authority launch an attack,
they cannot recreate the transformation query because they are not aware of the previously shared
values D, R-1, and s (seed of pseudo-random numbers) and thus unable to generate Ta and Tz numbers.
Even if they knew the Ca and Cz numbers, they are still unable to access the information.

4. Implementation

4.1. Performance Evaluation

This section of the paper examines the results of performance evaluation obtained by the proposed
method. The performance measuring environment for the COP-transformation algorithms is as follows.
The algorithms were realized in C++ language and the database using the SQLite tool. The CPU
adopted was for i7-4790K@4.0GHZ (Windows 10) environments and the memory capacity used
was 6GB of RAM. Figure 9 presents the results of the evaluation. The highest level of performance
was found when the database query was executed in a plain-text format, whereas no substantial
difference in performance was found between the OPE mechanisms and the proposed one in real
terms. The reason behind the results is that all three approaches had utilized database indexes, thereby
bringing up the data at high speed. Furthermore, only the encryption implementation time was
added to the indexed database processing time. Of note, the implementation of AES encryption does
not accommodate database indexing, which led to the confirmation that extremely large amounts of
overheads were required for the database query.

Executing database query in a plain-text format and the proposed COP-transformation mechanism
has shown only a slight difference in the query processing speed. The same characteristic was observed
in the conventional OPE applications; nonetheless, the traditional systems are inherently susceptible
to security breaches because of their sorting order which is the same as that of plain-text files, which
consequently allows analysis-attacks on the data. The proposed COP-transformation technique shows
a comparable level of performance when compared to the plain-text format and OPE applications.
The proposed mechanism offers the merit of stronger security thanks to the random assignment
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of order information (reverse or forwarding) which is different from that of plain-text files. Typical
encryption algorithms such as AES cannot utilize database indexing solutions and thus cause extremely
large overheads. The finding shows that the proposed method offers a higher efficiency compared
with the conventional encryption approaches.
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4.2. Video Meta Query Handling

Figure 10 (image on the left) lists the entirety of the data, while the image on the right shows the
range query that was reconstructed from the COP-transformation process. The COP-transformation
query outputs show that they deliver the same result as do the query results generated in
plain-text-based database environments. Furthermore, the proposed mechanism has the same
execution scheme (explain query plan) as the plain-text environments, meaning it can perform a
query with efficiency because indexing can be put to use even in the converted state in the same way
as the plain-text environments.
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5. Analysis

5.1. Security Analysis

5.1.1. Exposure of Video Data to External Applications

Video data consist of the meta-database where meta-information is stored and the video storage
where actual CCTV video recordings are kept. Given the characteristic, CCTV video data are considered
personal information because the visual data on the recordings alone can allow first-hand verification
of personal information as recorded, such as the person’s location and movement. The analysis
information is recorded in the video meta-data, and the video CCTV data and video meta-data
themselves constitute risks of privacy breaches. The most secure countermeasure would be encrypting
the data. The technique proposed herein implements encryption to all CCTV video data that are stored
in actual storage solutions. Even when attackers breach the video data in the storage, data security
can still be ensured. Of note, the video meta-data exist in the form of converted data that utilize the
proposed COP-transformation; hence, attackers are unable to reconstruct the COP transformation
numbers unless aware of D (initial confidential value as shared) and the initial seed numbers necessary
for generating pseudo-random numbers. In other words, nowhere in the meta-information or CCTV
video data exists the personal information stored directly in a plain-text format. Even if the entirety of
the video data is unavoidably disclosed to external applications, data security remains intact.

5.1.2. Disclosure of Meta Query Process

Simply by obtaining the SQL query used for meta-information searching during search-minded
meta-information query sessions and the query execution results, the content of CCTV video recordings
can be guessed. Contrastingly, the proposed method does not disclose plain-text-based meta-data on
the SQL server during the video meta query. Moreover, the entirety of meta-information outputs in
the database is converted via COP-transformation; as such, the outputs searched through SQL query,
too, are returned as converted numbers. In sum, even if attackers got to obtain all of the video meta
queries and returned data, data security remains intact because hackers cannot recover the original
plain-text data from the converted values.

5.1.3. Insider Attacks

CCTV video recordings are commonly stored in cloud storage due to the sheer size of the
data. Particularly in cloud environments, it is necessary to guard against attacks from insiders
(cloud system operators, etc.). Such insiders can gain access to the database and storage at any
time. The proposed technique allows the sharing of D (initial shared value) only amongst authorized
individuals. Furthermore, the databases including meta-information are already converted through
COP-transformation, and the storage CCTV video data are encrypted for all of the files. It would
be necessary to separate the implementation of access control, i.e., file and data access authority
from the administrator’s end (insiders, etc.) vs. plain-text-data verification authority on the part of
the actual video surveillance staff. In other words, D (initial shared value) and R-1 must be shared
only amongst the personnel having the actual viewing authority. Which means the cloud storage
administrator/manager may access the encrypted data but may not recover the plain-text information
from the database or storage unless otherwise authorized to view the information.

5.2. Efficiency Analysis

5.2.1. Video Data Decoding Performance Considerations

When the entire CCTV video data are encrypted, obtaining the video files fitting certain conditions
would require the decoding of the whole file(s) in question, despite any meta-query that is executed.
This process can act as a factor that reduces the data search speed significantly, and as such, is inefficient.
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The proposed method characteristically divides the data into multiple chunks during encryption.
A video meta-data query can therefore be executed based on the chunk ID that is assigned to the part
of the video file that corresponds to the segment of the video footage. The proposed mechanism carries
out decryption by avoiding the decoding of the whole CCTV video data and instead obtains only the
partial video data that satisfies the chunk-based search parameters. Efficiency, therefore, is ensured by
the new method in terms of the data decoding performance.

5.2.2. Efficiency in the Query Design

When creating query statements for meta-information search, data utilizing the COP-transformation
technique will enjoy query-processing efficiency on a par with those using plaintext files. In other words,
COP-transformation implemented databases can execute not only the match query, right-hand truncation,
and range query but also the queries utilizing joins for multiple tables. Moreover, they can create simple
query statements during the statistical analysis of the meta-information. For instance, the proposed
technique is beneficial in that it allows for the implementation of aggregations that are necessary for
statistical processing under certain conditions (e.g., min, max, count, avg), directly to the meta-data that
were subjected to COP-transformation. Such merit cannot be realized when the database exists in a simple
encrypted state. If the database is to be encrypted using a typical method, it would be extremely difficult
in real terms to construct query statements except for match query statements. For example, when range
query is needed, creating direct SQL range-query statements will be infeasible unless the entirety of the
data has been encrypted and stored separately because encrypted databases have a different sorting order
than that adopted by plain-text outputs. The method proposed herein allows not only the implementation
of range query using COP-transformation applied meta-data themselves but also the use of database
index information as it is, thereby increasing efficiency in processing speed. Table 2 indicates whether or
not query processing is feasible under the three meta-information conditions: (1) in plain-text files; (2) in
an encrypted state; and (3) as converted data via COP-transformation. Plain-text files allow match query,
range query, and aggregation, whereas encrypted meta-data render infeasible the creation of range query
and aggregation statements other than match query ones. The proposed mechanism accommodates
match query, range search, and aggregation just as plain-text data would allow; furthermore, it allows
the use of database indexes as they are and thus ensures processing efficiency.

Table 2. Efficiency comparison.

Query Type Plaintext Encryption The Proposed Method

Equation query # # #

Range query # × #

Aggregation query # × #

6. Conclusions

With the advancement of artificial intelligence (AI) technology in the coming years, techniques and
markets for CCTV-based smart video analysis applications are expected to develop enormously. CCTV
video recordings, however, contain personal information in plain view; as such, countermeasures
for privacy protection are essential. Traditional video data protection approaches rely on masking or
simple encryption. They do not offer efficient and secure CCTV video searching algorithms that are
based on video meta-data. In real-world applications, encrypting meta-data will prevent searching
other than match query, and thus meta-data are typically stored in a plain-text format. The meta-data
contains large amounts of information about video recordings, which will likely lead to the disclosure
of even larger amounts of personal information, as found in video meta-data, while the big data-based
video analysis technology is further advancing in the future.
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Based on this rationale, this research paper proposed a COP-transformation technique.
The method has the merit of increasing video meta-data efficiency significantly by allowing database
query to take place in the same way as that adopted for plain-text files, without leaving the plain-text
files exposed. To describe the proposed mechanism, first, chapter 2 investigated the conventional
video privacy protection techniques and the need for video meta-data protection. In chapter 3, details
were provided regarding the proposed COP-transformation algorithms and the way of generating
query sessions to search video meta-information. The descriptions were followed by chapter 4
where the proposed technique was implemented for a real-world environment application, and its
performance was measured. Chapter 5 analyzed the proposed algorithms from the standpoint of
security and efficiency.

With prospects of more meticulous, big data-based video analysis solutions on the horizon,
increasingly larger amounts of information will find their way into video meta-data in the coming
years. Such prospects can be directly related to the invasion of recordees’ privacy; as such, secure
countermeasures must proceed. With the advent of the fourth industrial revolution era approaching,
more research will be needed to address security techniques for intelligent video surveillance
environments. Such techniques will likely position themselves as a mandatory privacy protection
mechanism to ensure a safer, more secure society in the future.
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